A new approach to estimate population size based on a stratified link-tracing sampling design is presented. The method extends on the Frank and Snijders (1994) approach by allowing for heterogeneity in the initial sample selection procedure. Rao-Blackwell estimators and corresponding resampling approximations similar to that detailed in Vincent and Thompson (2017) are explored. An empirical application is provided for a hard-to-reach networked population. The results demonstrate that the approach has much potential for application to such populations. Supplementary materials for this article are available online.
Introduction
There is a growing demand for practical methods to estimate population size and other quantities of hidden networked populations. A new and flexible approach that extends on previous work is presented.
The approach is applied to an empirical population at risk for HIV/AIDS. The design commences with the selection of an initial sample where selection probabilities depend on strata memberships. Links are traced from sampled members with probabilities also dependent on strata memberships. Consistent estimation for population quantities is made with a design-based approach to inference. Preliminary estimators are based on information in the initial sample. Improved estimators are obtained via the Rao-Blackwell theorem, which incorporates information from units added to the sample through link-tracing.
Advantages of using the novel approach over existing methods are: 1) it allows/accounts for heterogeneity in initial sample selection probabilities; 2) it has the ability to harness nominations from conspicuous/certainty individuals, or even those external to the target population, in the inference procedure to substantially improve the precision of estimators; for example, such nominations may come from those individuals conceivably sampled with probability one (typically, the social stars of the population), a pilot study, or from researchers familiar with the target population via a prior study; 3) it allows for heterogeneity in how nominations are defined between strata; for example, links originating from a stratum of males and which are directed towards females may be based on sexual contact, and within a stratum of males may be based on sharing drugs; and 4) it bases approximations for the computationally intensive improved (Rao-Blackwellized) estimators on an updated and efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo resampling procedure that depends on a suitable convergence diagnostic test.
Sampling Design
Let U = {1, 2, ..., N } be the set of units/members of the population. Suppose there are K strata the population is partitioned into, possibly based on demographic configurations. In keeping with the notation of Frank and Snijders (1994) define U k to be those individuals in stratum k for k = 1, ..., K. Define N k = |U k | to be the size of stratum k. Define y i,j = 1 if unit i nominates unit j and 0 otherwise, where nominations are based on predetermined relationships that may be functions of strata. Define y i,i = 1 for all i = 1, 2, ..., N . Define y k+ i to be the number of nominations from unit i to stratum k. Define w to be the number of links in the graph, w = i,j y i,j , and w l,k to be the number of links from U l to U k , w l,k = i U l j U k y i,j .
Define z i to be the response(s) of interest attached to unit i. For example, this may be an indicator of drug-use status or the individual/node-degree.
The initial sample, S 0 , is selected via a Bernoulli sampling design within each stratum; let α k be the probability a unit in stratum k is selected for the initial sample, and S 0k = S 0 ∩ U k . Define x i = 1 if unit i is selected for S 0 and 0 otherwise. Selection for members of the first wave is carried out as follows. For any unit i S 0l and j U k \ S 0k where y i,j = 1, β l,k is defined to be the probability the link is traced so that unit j is added to the sample for the first wave. Define S 1 to be those units selected for the first wave of the sample, and
For each individual i S = S 0 ∪ S 1 define t i = 0 if the unit is selected for the initial sample and t i = 1 if the unit is selected for the first wave. The data observed upon selecting the sample is d 0 = {i, y k+ i , y i,j , z i , t i : i, j S, k = 1, ..., K}.
Estimation

Population Size Estimation
Define n 0k = |S 0k |, r k,k to be the number of non-self-nominated (non-loop) links within S 0k , r l,k to be the number of links from S 0l to S 0k for l = k, s k,k to be the number of links from S 0k to U k \ S 0k , and s l,k to be the number of links from S 0l to U k \ S 0k for l = k. The expectations of these statistics are
i =j
The aforementioned equations lead to the following method-of-moments estimator for N k ,
To show the consistency of this estimator, assume that for all k = 1, ..., K, α k → 0 and
Define A i,k to be the units in stratum k nominated by unit i, A i,k = {j U k : y i,j = 1}, and B k,i to be the units in stratum k which nominate unit i, B k,i = {j U k : y j,i = 1}. Assume that for all i U k nominations from within U k are bounded so that |A i,k |, |B k,i | ≤ M k,k , and for all j U l nominations from
As shown in the supplementary materials, these assumptions imply that
Together, these equations imply that
, and
all converge in probability to 1 since their expectations are 1 and their variances tend to 0. Hence,N k is a consistent estimator for
k is a consistent estimator for N . In the simulation studies each of the stratum size estimators are stabilized in a manner that mimics the bias-adjusted Lincoln-Petersen estimator (Chapman, 1951) ; a value of one is added to each of n 0k , r k,k , r l,k , s k,k , s l,k and the corresponding sum is subtracted from the estimator.
Of considerable note is that utilizing the statistics based on nominations originating from all strata results in a strata size estimator with a faster rate of consistency than that based on nominations originating solely from within the stratum. Hence, one can expect less-bias with the estimator based on the stratified setup.
One argument for why the estimator in Expression 6 works as a stratum size estimator is given as follows. In a two-sample mark-recapture study the Lincoln-Petersen estimator is the typical choice for an estimator of the population size. To work as a population size estimator only one sample need be selected completely at random while the other can correspond with a "fixed-list". In the setup presented in this paper the Bernoulli initial sample corresponds with the sample selected completely at random and nominated individuals correspond with the "fixed-list". Frank and Snijders (1994) developed the following jackknife procedure to obtain variance estimates of population size estimates for the homogeneous selection setup. The procedure is outlined as follows. For each i S 0 defineN (i) to be the estimate of the population size when
In the heterogeneous selection setup, implications result from removing a unit from the initial sample on its contribution to estimation of the size of strata the unit is external to. Hence, the following estimator is proposed. When unit i is removed from S 0 defineN k,(i) to be the estimate of the size of strata k
Although sampling is carried out independently between strata, there may be a positive covariance of the strata size estimates. It is therefore suggested to use an approach that results in conservative confidence intervals, such as that outlined in Chao (1987) , to facilitate in meeting nominal levels of coverage.
Population Mean Estimation
In the one-stratum case, an unbiased estimator for the population meanz = z i N is the initial sample mean,z
An estimate for the variance ofz S 0 is obtained by substituting the estimate of N into the standard formula to give V ar(z S 0 ) =N
, where s 2 is the sample variance of the responses from S 0 .
In the multi-strata setup, a consistent estimator for the population mean is
wherez S 0k is the mean of the responses of units selected from stratum k for the initial sample.
An estimate for the variance ofz S 0 ,st is obtained by substituting the estimates of N k and N into the standard formula to give V ar(
, where s 2 k is the sample variance of the responses from S 0k .
In some cases an estimate of the proportion of individuals in a stratum can be useful. Define
to be the population quantity to be estimated.
estimator for this quantity. To obtain a variance estimate for this estimate the delete-one jackknife procedure is used as follows.
to be the estimate when unit i is removed from the initial sample, andp k,
. The standard formula with the estimate of N substituted into the expression is
4 Sufficiency Result
Define the reduced data to be
Theorem: D R is sufficient for (N , α,z).
Proof: Rao-Blackwellized estimates are based on evaluating selection probabilities and estimates that correspond with sample reorderings that give rise to the same reduced data. For example, under a homogenous selection setup suppose a sample is selected as presented in the left of Figure 1 ; initial sample S 0 = {A, B} is selected with probability α 2 (1 − α) N −2 , first wave S 1 = {C, D} is selected conditional on S 0 with probability (1 − (1 − β) 2 )β(1 − β) 2 , and the corresponding estimate isN , say. The reordering, labeled v, presented in the right of Figure 1 is consistent with the reduced data, and S (v) 0 = {C, B} is selected with probability
0 with probability β 2 (1 − β), and the corresponding estimate isN (v) , say. There are R = n n 0 possible sample reorderings, where n = |S 0 ∪ S 1 | and n 0 = |S 0 |. Index these as 1, ..., R. The Rao-Blackwell expression iŝ
Note that in Expression 17, P (S 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Due to the potentially large number of reorderings, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
procedure is used to approximate the Rao-Blackwellized estimators and their variance estimators. The procedure is outlined as follows.
Choose M to be a sufficiently large number. For m = 0, 1, 2, ..., M − 1 suppose at step m of the Markov chain the most recently accepted reordering is v for some v {1, ..., R}.
Define p(v) to be the probability of selecting reordering v in the full graph setting and q(v)
to be the probability of selecting reordering v under the following proposal distribution.
Define γ = (γ 1 , γ 2 , ..., γ K ) to be the MCMC parameters where if K = 1 then γ 1 = 1, and
γ k = 1. Sample a value 1, ..., K with probability equal to γ k . Suppose the sampled value is k. Select k units from wave 1 of reordering v completely at random. Interchange each of the k units with one unit that nominates them from the initial sample, selected completely at random. Suppose this results in roerdering v * . If the reordering is consistent with the reduced data then with probability
, 1 accept the proposal reordering.
The MCMC procedure starts in its stationary distribution with the original order the sample is selected in. With the aid of the γ parameters the chain has the potential to fully explore the distribution since pairs of units from up to K different strata, where links may cross between strata, can be interchanged at any step. For example, consider the sample presented in Figure   1 . A test for convergence is based on the Gelman-Rubin statistic (Gelman and Rubin, 1992) .
Search algorithms for two "over-dispersed" reorderings are based on the proposal distribution, as follows. Choose A to be of sufficient length for each search, and start with the original sample in the order it was selected. Suppose at some intermediate step a = 0, 1, 2, ..., A the most recently accepted reordering is v. Draw a sample reordering, v * , according to the proposal distribution. For the first over-dispersed reordering, if the reordering is consistent with the reduced data and the probability of selecting it in the full graph setting is less than that for v, i.e. p(v * ) < p(v), then accept v * . Similarly, for the second over-dispersed reordering, a consistent reordering is accepted if the probability of selecting it in the full graph setting is greater than that for v, i.e. p(v * ) > p(v). The algorithms each conclude with their last accepted reordering, and these are used as seeds in the MCMC chains for which the convergence test is based on.
The search for the first over-dispersed reordering is likely to result in one with a corresponding smaller estimate for the population size relative to the original ordering's. The reason is that the algorithm will result in a reordering that has a smaller probability of being observed;
under the sampling design this reordering will likely have more links emanating from the initial sample to individuals outside the initial sample, relative to the original ordering, because every link has a probability appended to it of being traced. Since link-tracing typically results in the selection of individuals with high-degree the search will likely result in a reordering whose initial sample is comprised of more well-connected individuals, resulting in many more nominations observed within the initial sample relative to the original ordering's.
Similarly, the search algorithm for the second over-dispersed reordering is likely to result in one with a corresponding larger estimate for the population size relative to the original ordering's.
Empirical Study
The empirical study is based on the P90 Colorado Springs study of 595 drug-users (Darrow et al., 1999; Klovdahl et al., 1994; Rothenberg et al., 1995) . The one-stratum (homogeneous) and two-strata (heterogeneous) selection setup is considered for inference, as well as the use of a third/certainty strata; the ten individuals with largest node-degree are selected for each sample with probability one. Coverage rates and average lengths of confidence intervals corresponding with estimates for the population size are based on the log-transformation approach outlined in Chao (1987) , and for the population proportion and average node-degree are based on the central limit theorem (CLT). In some cases a negative estimate is evaluated for the estimate of the variance of an improved estimate for a population quantity; there are several occurrences corresponding with an estimate for the population size with the one and two-strata setup in the second simulation study, and for the average node-degree with the three-strata setup in both simulation studies.
The conservative approach presented in Vincent and Thompson (2017) is utilized, thereby inflating the average length of the confidence intervals.
Simulation Study 1
A simulation study is based on setting α = 0.15 and β = 0.20. To determine a sufficient length of MCMC chain for approximating the Rao-Blackwellized population size estimators, the two-strata setup is considered and a search length of 10,000 is used to find over-dispersed reorderings. Figure 3 depicts a typical sample selected under the design with these sampling parameters, and presents output from search algorithms and MCMC chains starting with over-dispersed sample reorderings of the original sample. Based on selecting 100 samples with chains set to length 2000 and γ = (0.9, 0.1), the mean and median of the Gelman-Rubin statistics are 1.08 and 1.04, respectively.
The simulation study is based on selecting 2000 samples. The average initial sample size is 89.7 and final sample size is 122.9. Table 1 presents the expectation and variance scores of the preliminary and Rao-Blackwell estimators for the population size, proportion of injection drug-users, and average node-degree. Acceptance rates for the MCMC procedure are found to be 49.6%, 31.9%, and 38.8% respectively for the one-, two-, and three-strata setup. In each case a significant improvement is found with the Rao-Blackwell estimators. The use of a multi-strata setup benefits population size estimation as bias is reduced (an implication of the rate of consistency of estimators of strata size based on external nominations) and precision is increased. The estimator of the proportion of drug-users sees a decrease in precision with the two-strata setup relative to the one-stratum setup, primarily due to estimating the relative sizes of the two strata. Note that with the one-stratum setup the estimator presented in Expression 13 is used where indicator values are the responses. With the threestrata setup some bias is introduced since convergence rates are unequal between strata size estimators. Similarly, the estimator of the average node-degree has some bias with the twoand three-strata setup due to weighting mean responses by estimated strata sizes. the two-strata setup is profoundly wide due to the jackknife procedure over-approximating the standard error of the estimator. Coverage rates of average node degree are less than the desired level due to substituting the estimate of strata sizes into the variance expression and skewness of the degree distribution. Further work is needed to address these issues. 
Simulation Study 2
A simulation study is based on setting α 1 = 0.05, α 2 = 0.10, and β = 0.20. To determine a sufficient length of MCMC chain for approximating the Rao-Blackwellized population size estimators, the two-strata setup is considered and a search length of 10,000 is used to find over-dispersed reorderings. Figure 4 depicts a typical sample selected under the design with these sampling parameters, where stratum one refers to the light-coloured nodes and two to the dark-coloured nodes, and presents output from search algorithms and MCMC chains starting with the original and over-dispersed sample reorderings of the original sample. Based on selecting 100 samples with chains set to length 2000 and γ = (0.9, 0.1), the mean and median of the Gelman-Rubin statistics are 1.11 and 1.01, respectively.
The simulation study is based on selecting 2000 samples. The average initial sample size is 47.1 and final sample size is 67.5. Table 3 presents the expectation and variance scores of the preliminary and Rao-Blackwell estimators for the population size, proportion of injection drug-users, and average node-degree. Acceptance rates for the MCMC procedure are found to be 42.7%, 28.9%, and 37.0% respectively for the one-, two-, and three-strata setup. As the one stratum setup assumes homogeneity in the selection probabilities for the initial sample, the preliminary estimators and those based on the Rao-Blackwell scheme will not necessarily coincide; the expectation of the latter is given in parentheses. In this case, there seems to be close agreement between the estimators for each of the population quantities. A significant reduction in variance is seen for all Rao-Blackwell estimators. Accounting for heterogeneity in the initial sample selection procedure results in a reduction in bias for all estimators.
Adding the certainty stratum helps to further reduce the bias and variance of the population size estimator. Table 4 provides coverage rates and average lengths of confidence intervals corresponding with the estimates. Due to small sample sizes and resulting bias of estimators corresponding with the one and two-sample setup the population size coverage rates are less than the desired level of 95%. However, as seen with the three-strata setup, with enough information the variance estimator presented in Expression 12 and Chao (1987) approach to obtaining confidence intervals are ideal. Bias in the population proportion estimates lead to coverage rates less than 95%. Coverage rates of the average node degree are also less than 95%, primarily due to the skewness of the distribution. 
Discussion
The new strategy is able to incorporate heterogeneity into the initial sample selection procedure, as well as to allow for individuals selected with probability one, to make significant contributions to inference. The gains in efficiency from these features are substantial. Further gains are made via Rao-Blackwellization, which directly utilizes observations of individuals sampled for the first wave.
The reduced data is sufficient for the strata sizes N and initial sample selection probabilities α. To implement Rao-Blackwellization, the first wave selection probabilities β must be known. In the empirical setting these are likely to be unknown and may have to be approximated with sample data. Alternatively, one could explore a strategy that considers the set of nominations traced from a selected individual as a random sample of fixed size, similar to the approach used in a respondent driven sampling design. Future work on these topics would be invaluable for implementing this approach in practice.
Rao-Blackwellization requires observation of the presence/absence of links between all pairs of individuals in the final sample. This may be difficult to achieve in practice. An approach that appends probabilities of links between pairs of individuals for which these are unknown, possibly based on demographic information, would make for interesting future work.
As shown in the first empirical study, it may be advantageous to base strata assignments on more than (just) initial sample selection probabilities. Further investigation into how patterns of links within and between partitions can be exploited would be worthwhile.
In some cases a complete one-wave snowball sampling design, where all links are traced, is desired and/or feasible. When this is the case it is likely that few reorderings consistent with the sufficient statistic will exist. The reason is that, as required by design, a reordering consistent with the sufficient statistic must have all units selected for the corresponding initial sample to have their links traced. Allowing sampling to continue past the first wave may permit for greater improvements in the Rao-Blackwellized estimators. For example, with a complete snowball sampling design, where link-tracing continues until there are no links out of the sample, all reorderings that retain isolated members for the initial sample will be consistent with the sufficient statistic. Furthermore, consistent reorderings under such a design will have equal probabilities of being selected in the full graph setting.
Population size estimates based directly on waves succeeding the initial sample should be explored. One approach is to base strata assignments on the distribution of links from the prior wave. For example, individuals not recently sampled and not linked to the prior wave comprise one stratum, individuals linked to one individual in the prior wave comprise another stratum, and so forth. Furthermore, if a subset of links are conceivably traced with probability one then the selected individuals comprise a certainty stratum.
Supplementary Materials
The supplementary materials provide proofs required for deriving the population/strata size estimators. 
Now, the expectation of * is 
Therefore,
Claim: For any k, l = 1, 2, ..., K, with k = l, V ar(r l,k ) ≤ O(α l α k N l ). 
Summing the above term over all i U l and j U k gives
Therefore, 
